• GHONEIM GROUP IS A LEADING GROUP IN THE MILLING SECTOR IN MIDDLE EAST AND NORTH AFRICA.

• GHONEIM FOR TRADE
• GHONEIM FOR AGENCIES
• GFA
GHONEIM FOR TRADE

PASTA AND WHEAT FLOUR.

GHONEIM FOR AGENCIES

amilina

TER GROUP

CAPITANIO

Prinova

Your secret ingredient.

STARSHINE

Hangzhou Starshine Pharmaceutical Co., LTD

IMP

ELECTROLYTIC IRON POWDER

advanced enzymes

Where ENZYME is Life
• FUNCTIONAL PREMIXES.
(BABY CERIALS, BABY MILK, ENERGY DRINKS, WHEAT FLOUR IMPROVERS, PASTA IMPROVERS, BEVERAGE PREMIXES)

• FORTIFICATION PREMIXES.
OIL PREMIXES
WHEAT FLOUR PREMIXES
MAIZE FLOUR PREMIXES
• FORTIFICATION PREMIXES.
  OIL PREMIXES (KENYA, ETHIOPIA, EGYPT, SAUDI ARABIA, YEMEN)
  WHEAT FLOUR PREMIXES (YEMEN, PALESTINE, KUWAIT, OMAN, SAUDI ARABIA)
  MAIZE FLOUR PREMIXES (KENYA)
THANK YOU